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1. INTRODUCTION
An animal's habitat, in the most general sense, is the place where it lives. All
animals, except humans, can live in an area only if basic resources such as food,
water, and cover are present and if the animals have adaptations that allow them
to cope with the climatic extremes, the competition and the predators they
encounter. Humans can live even where these requirements are not met, because
we can modify environments to suit our need or desires and because we have access
to resources such as food or building material from all over the world (Morrison,
Marcot and Mannan, 1992).
Adequate quantities of usable resources are necessary to sustain animal
populations. Therefore, biologists often identify resources used by animals and
document availability of those resources. The purpose of documentation is
especially critical in effort to preserve endangered species and manage exploited
populations (Manly, McDonald and Thomas, 1993).
To formalize our current understanding about an ecological system, people try
to develop quantitative habitat models of wildlife-habitat relationships. The use of
quantitative habitat models for wildlife planning is relatively new, but is increasing
rapidly for wildlife management studies (Thomas 1982; Urich and Graham 1983).
Many types of models are collectively referred to as 'habitat models' and most of
these are used in an attempt to record or to predict a species response to its2
environment which may be described as occurrence, physiological conditions
abundance, or other response of interest to the model user (Verner, Morrison and
Ralph, 1986). The response of interest then becomes the model objective.
Wildlife biologists have a number of models of wildlife-habitat relationships
available to them. One of these models that is used to answer questions about how
the habitat is occupied, how much growth habitat is required by the animal, or
how the animal selects its food and habitat is the 'habitat preference model'
(Morrison, Marcot and Mannan, 1992) or 'habitat association model' (Ramsey, et
al., 1994) or 'resource selection studies' (Manly, Mc Donald and Thomas, 1993). In
the past, scientist have critically evaluated the concept of ecological dependency
and preference (Carey, 1984; Ruggiero, et al., 1988, in Morrison, Marcot and
Mannan, 1992). Porter and Church (1987) assessed the effect of environmental
patterns on analysis of habitat preference. Rosenzweig (1987) reviewed how habitat
selection contributes to biological diversity. Recently Ramsey et al., (1994) used
logistic regression modelling with occupancy as the binary dependent variable and
habitat configuration variation variables as explanatory variable for investigating
habitat association. A habitat association study in conjunction with Adaptive
Cluster Sampling presented by Thompson in a series of his paper (1988, 1990,
1991a, 1991b) and in his textbook (1992) have been studied by Ramsey and
Sjamsoe'oed (1994).3
2. LITERATURE REVIEW
2.1. SAMPLING DESIGN
An initial decision in designing a habitat association study is the choice of the
study area and its boundaries. This choice may have a significant impact on the
results of subsequent data analysis, especially if resource units are arranged in an
aggregated pattern (Porter and Church, 1987).
Thomas and Taylor (1990) identify three general study designs for evaluating
association based on the levels at which resource use and availability are measured
at the population level or for each animal. They are defined as follows (Manly,
McDonald and Thomas, 1993) :
1. Design I
With this design, measurements are made at the population level. Used,
unused or available habitat units are sampled or censused for the entire study
area and information is gathered from all animals in the study area.
2. Design II
With this design, animals are identified and the use of habitat is measured
for each animal, but availability is measured at the population level.
For example : A sample of animals is collected or otherwise identified via neck
collars, radioactives tracing, ear tags, radio transmitters
or colored leg bands, and the resource units used by each
animals are recorded.4
3. Design III
With this design individuals are identified or collected as in Design II, and at
least two of the sets (used habitat units, unused habitat units, available units)
are sampled or censused for each animal.
For example : The animals in a sample are radio-collared and the relocation of
an animal identifies used resource units for that animal. The
collection of available or unused resource units within each
animal's home range is sampled or censused.
Designs II and III each involves uniquely identified individuals. Therefore,
making inferences for the population of animals requires the assumption that the
animals comprise a random sample from that population. Designs II and III allow
analysis of resource selection for each individual animal. Hence, estimates
calculated from observation on individual animals may be used to estimate
parameters for the population of animals (Manly, Mc Donald and Thomas, 1993).
The population of resource units can be partitioned into two sets consisting of
used units and unused units. Manly, Mc Donald and Thomas (1993) describe these
sampling protocols that can be identified depending on the two sets measured :
1. Available resource units are either randomly sampled or censused, and a random
sample of used resource units is taken.
2. Available resource units are either randomly sampled or censused, and a random
sample of unused resource units is taken.
3. Unused resources and used units are both independently sampled.5
2.2. LOGISTIC REGRESSION MODEL
Regression methods have become an integral component of any data analysis
concerned with describing the relationship between a response variable and one
more explanatory variable. Over the last decades the logistic regression model has
become the standard method of analysis for the situation where the outcome
variable is binary.
As Manly, Mc Donald and Thomas (1993) said in their recent book, logistic
regression is one of the simplest ways of estimating a resource selection probability
function. Taking a census of the used and unused units in a population of resource
unit, one estimates a logistic function for the probability of use as a function of
variables that are measured on the unit.
What distinguishes a logistic regression from the linear regression model is that
the outcome variable in logistic regression is binary or dichotomous, such as usedor
unused units, occupied or non occupied units, success or failure etc. This difference
between logistic and linear regression is reflected both in the choice of parametric
model and in the assumptions. Once this difference is accounted for, the methods
employed in an analysis using logistic regression follow the same general principles
used in linear regression (Hosmer and Lemeshow, 1989).
Breslow and Day (1980) discussed how the logistic regression model givesus a
simplified, quantitative description of the main pictures of the relationship between
the several risk factors and the probability of disease development. It also enable us
to predict even for categories in which scant information is available. Ramsey et
al., (1993) also used this tool for investigating habitat association.6
There are several reasons why people choose the logistic distribution for
analyzing a dichotomous outcome variable. These are:
1. From mathematical point of view, it is an extremely flexible and easily used
function. Analysis of data from retrospective studies via logistic regression may
proceed in the same way and using the same computer program as prospective
studies.
2. It lends itself to biologically meaningful interpretations.
3. The availability of computer programs for estimating the logistic
probability function.
The specific form of the logistic regression model used is as follows
exp(xi')9)
11(x2)1 + exp(xi',8) (2.2.1)
where x, = {1,...,x,p} and 17(x1) = E[Y xi] represents the conditional mean of Y
given xi. The 'logit transformation' is defined in terms of 11(x1), as follows
g(xi)In11(;)
117(x1)
= X2'16 = x .13 , n
$33i =1 (2.2.2)
=1
17(x,
Since
)
denotes the odds, another name for logit is log-odds (Breslow
1//(xi)
and Day, 1980). The importance of this information is that g(xi) has many of
desirable properties of a linear regression model. The logit, g(xj), is linear in its
parameters, which may range from -oo to + oo, depending on the range of x
(Hosmer and Lemeshow, 1989).7
The general method of the estimation that leads to the least squares functions
under linear regression model (when the error terms are normally distributed) is
called 'maximum likelihood'. This method will provide the foundation for our
approach to estimating with the logistic regression model. In a very general sense
the method of maximum likelihood yields values for unknown parameters which
maximize the probability of obtaining the observed set of data. The 'likelihood
function' is a function that must be constructed first in order to apply this method.
This function expresses the probability of the observed data as a function of the
unknown parameters. The maximum likelihood estimators of these parameters are
chosen to be those values which maximize this function. Thus, the resulting
estimates are those which agree most closely with the observed data (Hosmer and
Lemeshow, 1989).
The responses yi,yn are assumed to be the observed values of independent
random variables Y1,...,Yn such that Yi has the Binomial distribution with index
m1 and parameter 17(x1). A convenient way to express the contribution to the
likelihood function for the pair(x1, y(x1))is through the term
(xi) =1)11(x1)11 (1-11(X1))m1Yiyi = 0, 1, ..., mi (2.2.3)
Since the observations are assumed to be independent, the likelihood function,
obtained as the product of the terms given in expression(2.2.3),is as follows
L(11) = Ae(xi) (2.2.4)
It is convenient initially to consider the log likelihood as a function of the n-
vector H = {11(;), 11(xn)}.The log of equation(2.2.4),which is the loglikelihood of equation (2.2.3), may be written in the form
1(11,y) yi log( 11(x i)
111(xi)
mi log(111(x1)) (2.2.5)
8
The constant function of y not involving H namelyt(mi)has been omitted
Yi i = 1
because it plays no role.
The systematic part of the model, specifying the relation between the vector H
and the experimental or observational condition, is summarized by the model
matrix X of order n x p. For the logistic regression model this relationship takes the
form of equation (2.2.2) so that the likelihood (2.2.5) can be expressed as a function
of the unknown parameters pi,...,Substitution into (2.2.5) gives
163,0 = E log(1 + exp(xiji3 ))
3
(2.2.6)
where we have written /(3,y) instead of l(H(8), y).
To find the estimate of /3 that maximizes 1(3,y) we differentiate 1(8, y) with
respect to )33 and set the resulting expressions equal to zero. In the case of the
logistic regression model, these equations are as follows
al
(miff(xj)) xi; = 0wherej = 1,p (2.2.7)
The expression in equation (2.2.7) are non linear in /3, and thus require special
methods for their solution. The common method used by logistic regression
software is the Newton-Raphson algorithm. Given an initial estimates So, we may9
compute the vector /10 and k(xi). Using these, define the Fisher information for /3,
W, which is
W = diag Imirio(xj)(1 /10(x0)}
and the adjusted dependent variate, Z, with component
Y2 msfto(x2)ag(x2)
(2.2.8)
(2.2.9)
Z = Mi
Y2millo(xi)
allo(x2)
1
rni fl o(x,(1-110(;)))1
Maximum likelihood estimates satisfy the equation X'WX:d = X'WZ, which can
be solved iteratively. The revised estimate is #1=(X,WX)-1.X.WZ, where all
quantities appearing on the right are computed using the initial estimate. The
choice of initial estimate is usually not critical. However, a bad choice may result
in divergence.
The method of maximum log likelihood described above is the estimation
method used in the logistic regression routines of the major software packages.
However, other methods have been and may still be used for estimating the
coefficients. The method of maximum likelihood is also used throughout the rest of
this dissertation.10
3. THE USE OF LOGISTIC REGRESSION FOR STUDIES
USING RADIO TELEMETRY DATA
3.1. INTRODUCTION
In an age of electronic gadgets, radio telemetry is rapidly being adopted as a
technique for studying home range and habitat use. Guetterman and others (1991),
for example, describe the methods of using radio telemetry for studying spotted
owls in the Pacific Northwest based on their 15 years of experience in radio
telemetry. Radio telemetry determines the location of animals through the use of
radio receivers and directional antennae that trace the source of a signal coming
from a radio transmitter attached to the animal. This equipment offers two main
advantages of extreme importance to researchers: (1) it allows precise identification
of individual animals, and (2) potentially it allows a researcher to locate each
animal as often as desired (Mech, 1983). Advances in miniaturization of electronic
components allow biologists to study even small animals with minimal effect on the
animals (Guetterman et al., 1991).
The major objective of the radio telemetry study in wildlife is to collect
behavioral or demographic data in order to be able to estimate population
parameters for home range and habitat selection. The objective dictates the
experimental and sampling designs. Sampling Designs III with sampling protocol
3,as described in Section 2.1, is usually assumed for this study.
The radio telemetry study is a kind of multinomial experiment. For each trial
or time of survey the animal does not only have two choices, use or not use the11
specific unit, but also has several choices of habitat characteristics through the
whole study area.
This chapter takes a look at different models of handling the radio telemetry
data. The objective is to estimate the habitat association parameters. The first
model used is the Logistic Regression Model. This is the model often used in
habitat association studies since it is the simplest way of estimating the
relationship between animal activities and the habitat characteristics of the
location used (animal preference). The second model is the Multinomial Model.
The second model is more complicated than the first model; however, its result
might be much better than the first model. These two models will be discussed in
Section 3.2 and 3.3. Section 3.4 will discuss how Diversity and Average Habitat
Quality influence the habitat association parameter. We will see the effects of
Diversity an Average Habitat Quality under those two models. This study may
help biologists decide which models will give the best estimates for the habitat
association parameters.
3.2. LOGISTIC REGRESSION MODEL
3.2.1. The Structure of Study Area
The study area for a specific animal (such as a bird) consists of N sampling
units with equal area. The habitat characteristics at the ith sampling unit appear in
a multivariate vector, x, = {1, xii,xik}. These habitat characteristics determine
the probability 11(x2) that the ith sampling is occupied at the time of the survey.12
For studying the relationship between occupancy and habitat characteristics given
the radio telemetry data, there are several assumptions needed to be specified:
[1] Habitat variables are fixed
[2] Given the configuration of habitat characteristics, occupancies in either the
same or different plots are independent Bernoulli outcome with probability
11(;)
[3] Survey procedures do not influence the occupancy
In the logistic regression model, the probability that the ith sampling is
occupied, 11(;), follows the logit model
logit (I1(xi))=logog
H(xi)- [l11(x1) (3.2.1)
This model provides a natural link between a binary occupancy variable and the
explanatory habitat characteristics variables.
In the habitat association studies, this model has been used previously by
Manly, et al., (1993) and by Ramsey, et al., (1994) to estimate the regression
coefficients that represent the relationship between occupancy and habitat
characteristics. For the radio telemetry data, which only consist of the habitat
characteristics of the occupied units, another set of the habitat characteristics of
the non occupied units is needed in order to be able to use this model. Researchers
use the simple random sampling for selecting the sample from the non occupied
units and recording their habitat characteristic.13
3.2.2. The Likelihood Function for The Habitat Association Parameters
Let x, {1, x1,xk} represents the set of the habitat characteristics of each
unit and ci represents the number of categories of habitat characteristic xi. Then,
k
p = rj c i is the total number of categories of habitat characteristics x.The data
i =1
needed by this model will be S = {m, t ; T}. m = {m(x1), ...,m(xp)} is the set of
the number of units with habitat characteristic xi which are randomly selected
from non occupied unit in the study area. t = {t(x1),t(xp)} consists of the
number of times that the unit with habitat characteristics xi occupied. T is chosen
such that E t(xi) m(xi) = T.
Let X = {x1,...,xN} be the habitat characteristics for all units in the study
area. Then the likelihood function, which is simply theprobability of obtaining the
data set, is
L = P[S X] = P[m, t I X, T] = P[m I t, X, T] P[t I X, T] (3.2.2)
The first expression indicates the probability of obtaining the number of non
occupied units, given the number of times that the other units in the study area
are occupied. In the large area, each unit is assumed to be a point.Under this
assumption P[m t, X ,T] depends only on the habitat characteristics of the units,
X, and T, not on t. Given the habitat characteristics, X, the selections of non
occupied units are [4] assumed to be independent Bernoulli outcomes with
probability 1/1(x,), where //(xi) is shown in equation 3.2.1. Under this
assumption
P[m t, X, T] = P[m I X,
p
(1fl (xi))m(zi)
i =1
(3.2.3)14
The last expression, P[t I X, T], indicates the probability of t, given the habitat
characteristics X. Under the assumption [2] above,
P[t X, T] = 1111(xi)t(ri) (3.2.4)
i =1
Given the equations 3.2.3 and 3.2.4 the likelihood, L, becomes
L= II(1-ff(x0)-(x.) n(xi)t(Ti)
i = 1
(3.2.5)
and as shown in equation 3.2.1, logit (17(xi)) is equal to Pxj. Given the likelihood,
3.2.5, the Maximum Likelihood Estimator (MLE) of /3 can be estimated easily (the
procedure of estimating has been describe in Section 2.2).
3.2.3. Example
This section describes a hypothetical example by using the simulation method.
3.2.3.1. The Model
The study area used in this study is a square with 25 by 25 grid of sampling
units. A single habitat characteristic is assumed to only have five categories: -2
(bad), -1 (poor), 0 (fair), 1 (good) and 2 (excellent). The proportion of the habitat
characteristics in the study area is specified and taken as fixed throughout the
study. For this study we specify the proportions as 0.7664 for the bad habitat,
0.0800 for the poor habitat, 0.0576 for the fair habitat, 0.0800 for the good habitat
and 0.0160 for the excellent habitat.15
The logistic regression model used is
logit (11(x)) = -1.604 +1.495 x
where x = -2,-1, 0, 1 and 2.
The coefficients of the model are chosen so that the probability of occupancy is 0.80
for the excellent habitat and 0.01 for the bad habitat. The probability of the
occupancy for the other categories is linear on the logit scale, such that the
probability of occupancy is 0.4728 for the good habitat, 0.1674 for the fair habitat
and 0.0431 for the poor habitat.
To simulate the condition in the field, where people use radio telemetry
installed on an animal to determine the occupied units, the simulation based on the
multinomial experiment should be done. The probability that the animal will
occupy the ith unit is
exp(-1.604 +1.495;)
17 (xi) 1exp (-1.604 +1.495xi) (3.2.6)
Therefore, for every trial, the probability that the unit with habitat characteristicx
is included in the sample, which represents the set of the occupied units, is
17(x)
NQ(x)1 1(x)
x = -2
(3.2.7)
where Q(x) is the proportion of units with habitat characteristic x in the study
area, and N is the total number of units in the study area. The number of trials, T,
in this study is 75 trials.
Another 75 samples are randomly selected from the non occupied units in the
study area. The selecting procedure used is simple random sampling procedure.The objective of this study is to estimate the habitat association slope
parameter.
3.2.3.2. The Likelihood Analysis
The likelihood function for estimating the habitat association parameter is
L = P[t, m I X] =A(1_ 17(x))-(-)17(x)t(s)
x = -2
(3.2.8)
16
where t(x) is the number of times the habitat characteristic x is occupied in the
sample and m(x) is the number of non occupied units with habitat characteristicx
in the sample.
The likelihood (3.2.8) gives an information matrix expressible as
I Po, 01)=tE[n(x)] II (x) (1- II (x))
x= -2
lX
X X2
(3.2.9)
where n(x) = t(x) + m(x).
The inverse of this matrix gives the asymptotic variance of the MLE of the slope
parameter, 01. Derivation of equation 3.2.9 is shown in Appendix A.
In linear regression, parameter estimates have smaller variability when sampled
units are divided into the extremes of the explanatory variables (such as into units
with good habitat and units with bad habitat) than when they are grouped together
in small ranges. This logic will be applied here. When the study area has much
more bad than good habitat, by using this kind of experiment (the radio telemetry
method), we can expect to get samples that will provide better estimates for the
habitat association parameters. Radio tagged animals tend to select the good17
habitat rather than the bad habitat, and for this simulation this is representedby
the high value of 4)(x). .1)(x) also increasesas the quality of the habitat increases,
because the animal more chances to choose the good habitatover the bad habitat.
Another 75 units are randomly selected from thenon occupied units. Since
there is much more bad habitat in this studyarea than good habitat, the chance
that a unit with bad habitat will be included in the sample is higher than thatwith
good habitat. Table 3.1 shows the configuration of habitat characteristics inthe
occupied sample (t(x)) and in the non occupied sample (m(x)).
x t(x) m(x)
-2 6 61
-1 5 6
0 10 4
1 34 3
2 20 1
Table 3.1. The configuration of habitat characteristics in
sample
Figure 3.1 shows the profile likelihood of the slope parameter,TheThe 95%
confidence interval covers the true value, 01=1.495. From 100 simulations,
there are 99 intervals that cover the true value. Itseems that this model can be
used to estimate the habitat association parameter,even though this is not the true
model for this kind of experiment. In order to be able touse this model, we have
made two assumptions, [2] and [4]. Those two assumptions do not satisfy the actual
condition of this experiment. The use of the true model (multinomial model) will
be discussed in the next section.18
This model does not work very well for all of the habitat characteristics
configurations. For the study area that has much more good habitat than bad
habitat, this model might not work very well. The effect of Diversity and Average
Habitat Quality on the habitat association parameter will be discussed in section
3.4.
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3.3. MULTINOMIAL MODEL
3.3.1. The Structure of Study Area
The study area for a specific animal (such as a bird) consists of N sampling
units with equal area. Habitat characteristics measured at the ith sampling unit
appear in a multivariate vector, xi. For convenience this vectorincludes 1 as a first
element. These habitat characteristics determine the probability 11(x2), which is
the probability that the ith sampling unit is occupied at the time of the survey.
Suppose the experiment consist of T independent trials. Each trial results in
one of n distinct possible outcomes. Theprobability of the ith outcome is p2 on
every trial, and Y2 is the count of the number of times theith outcome occurred in
the T trials. Then the model suited for that kind of experiment is 'multinomial
distribution'. For n=2, this is just a binomial experiment in which each trial has
n=2 possible outcomes and Y1 counts the number of successes and Y2 = T --171
counts the number of failures in T trials. However, in general multinomial
experiments, there are n different possible outcomes to count (Casella and Berger,
1990).
In habitat association studies, the radio telemetry methods for studying the
relationship between the animal activities and the habitat characteristics of the
location used is a kind of multinomial experiment. For each trial or time of survey
the animal does not only have two choices, use or not use the specific unit, but
also has several choices of habitat characteristics through the whole study area.
Therefore, for each trial there are more than two possible outcomes.
On each trial, the unit that is occupied by the radio tagged animal can be
determined. The habitat characteristics of this unit then become20
the outcome of each trial. Let x= {1, x1,xk} represents the set habitat
characteristics of each unit and ci represents the number of categories of habitat
k
characteristic x2. Then, p, fl c is the total number of categories of habitat
i =1
characteristics x. The probability that the unit is selected on each trial is
(I)(x,) =p17(;)
(3.3.1)
E Q(xj)NH(xj)
j=1
where 11(xi) is the probability that the target species occupies the sampling unit
with habitat characteristics xi at the time of survey. Q(xi) is the proportion of
habitat characteristics xi in the study area and N as stated above is the number of
sampling units in the study area which is assumed known. Q(xi) is unknown. In
order to estimate them, habitat haracteristics of the other T non occupied unitsare
measured. These units are randomly selected from the non occupied units in the
study area.
3.3.2. The Likelihood Function for The Habitat Association Parameters
The data from a multinomial experiment that is relevant to the study of
habitat association will be D=m, t ; T} . n = fri(xi),n(xp)} where n(xi) be
the number of occupied units with habitat characteristics x, in the T trials.
m= {m(xi),m(xp)} consists of the number of units with habitat characteristics
xi which are selected randomly from the non occupied units in the study area.
t= {t(x1),t(xp)} consists of the number of times that the unit with habitat
characteristics x, is occupied. I choose T such that E t(xi)=m(x2) = T.
Let X = {x1,...,xN} be the habitat characteristics for all units in the study
area. Then the likelihood function, which is simply the probability of obtaining the21
data set, is
L P[D I X]P[n, m, t I X, T]. P[m n,t, X, T] P[n t, X,T]P[t I X](3.3.2)
The first expression, P[m n, t, X, T], indicates the probability of obtaining the
number of non occupied units, given the occupancy of the other units and the
number of times that those units are occupied. In the large area each unit is
assumed to be a point. With this assumption, P[m n, t, X, T] depends onlyon the
habitat characteristics of the unit and T, and it does not depends on71 and t.
The second expression, P[n t, X,T], indicates the probability that the number
of occupied units, given the number of times that the units are occupied. In the
large area it is assumed that each unit is occupied only once. With this assumption
the second expression becomes 1, since n(xj).t(xi) for all habitat characteristicsxi.
The last expression, P[t I X], indicates the probability of t given the habitat
characteristics X. Given X, t(x1),n(x p) will have a multinomial distribution
with parameter t and 4). {NQ(x1)43.(x1),NQ(xp) 4)(xp)} as shown in the equation
3.3.1. The probability /7(x,) is assumed to follow the logit model
Ia, logit (11(x2))= log
11(;)
[1_H(xi)P (3.3.3)
As we know before, Q(x,), the proportion of habitat characteristics x, in the
study area, is unknown. We will be able to estimate it using the first term of the
likelihood (3.3.2) which is P[m I n, t, X ,T]. Since this expression only dependson X,
given X, m(x1),m(xp) is multinomially distributed with parameters m and
{Q(x1),Q(xp)}. Estimation of Q(xi) can be obtained by dividing m(xi) by
the total number of non occupied units in the sample. The total number ofnon
occupied units in the sample is the same as the number of trials (T) needed for22
obtaining the number of occupied units. Those estimations are needed for
estimating the logistic regression parameters /3.
3.3.3. Example
This section describes a simulated hypothetical example.
3.3.3.1. The Model
The study area in this example is a square with a 25 by 25 grid of sampling
units. A single habitat variable, x, has five categories which are -2 (bad), -1 (poor),
0 (fair), 1 (good) and 2 (excellent).
The logistic regression model used is
logit(11(x)) = -1.604+1.495x
where x = -2, -1, 0, 1 and 2.
The coefficients of the model are chosen so that the probability of occupancy is 0.80
in excellent habitat, 0.4728 in good habitat, 0.1674 in fair habitat, 0.0431 in poor
habitat and 0.01 in bad habitat.
The occupancy pattern is obtained from simulated multinomial trial based on
the logistic regression. Before doing the simulation, the habitat configuration of the
study area should be specified. The probability that the target species will occupy
the ith unit is
exp(-1.604+1.495;)
1 + exp(-1.604 +1.495;)
Therefore, the probability that the ith unit with habitat characteristics x is chosen23
is 43.(x) as shown in the equation (3.2.7) for every trial. The number of trials, T, in
this example is 75 trials.
The objective of this example is to estimate the slope parameter ,31=1.495.
However, to be able to estimate it, the estimates of the proportion of habitat
characteristics x in the population (Q(x)) are needed, since in the real world the
habitat configuration of the population are unknown. The configuration that is
specified before is only for determining the occupancy pattern. From the non
occupied units, 75 units are taken using simple random sampling. Q(x) is estimated
by dividing the number of non occupied units with habitat characteristics x in the
sample (m(x)) by the total number of sample (75).
3.3.3.2. The Likelihood Analysis
Given the estimate of the proportion of habitat characteristics x in the
population (Q(x)), the profile likelihood for estimating the habitat association
parameter becomes
T!
2
(Ne2(x)43.(x)px)
p[to),...,t(2)IX, T, N, C2(-2),...,Q(2)] =s-22nt(x)
x = -2
where (i)(x) =
17(x)
Q(x)N17(x)
x = -2
This profile likelihood gives the information matrix expressed as
I (,30, 131) = E[t(x)] II (x) (1 II (x))
x =-2
lx
+
XX2
TA B
B Cwhere
A =N 0(x)343(79)011(x)
x = -2
B ,_-_-EN (x)Oci" (x)011(x)
C =
X=
N OA(x)(1,63-111(x))
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Those derivatives is shown in Appendix B. The inverse of this matrix gives the
asymptotic variance of the Maximum Likelihood Estimator of the slope parameter,
01-
Based on 100 simulations, the average of the proportion estimates, Q(x),as
expected, works very well. The averages of the estimates, Q(x), and the actual
value, Q(x), for each category of habitat characteristics are shown in Table 3.2.
x. IQ(x))'6 or )
20.08960.0965
10.15360.1718
00.01280.0151
10.13560.1608
20.59040.5557
Table 3.2. The proportion of habitat characteristics,
averages of estimates vs actual
Figure 3.2 shows the profile likelihood function of the slope parameterTheThe
95% confidence interval covers the true value of the slope (01=1.495). Thecoverage
probability based on 100 simulations is 1.25
The effect of Diversity and Average Habitat Quality to the habitat association
parameter estimates will be discussed in section 3.4.
3.4. THE EFFECT OF DIVERSITY AND AVERAGE HABITAT QUALITY ON
THE ESTIMATOR OF THE HABITAT ASSOCIATION PARAMETER
Diversity has been an important concept in ecological theory and application.
Under various names, it appears in biological, physical, social and managerial
sciences. Patil and Tail lie (1982) described diversity as a concept and its
measurement. Before them, Hurlbert (1971) offered a critique of semantic,
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Figure 3.2. Profile likelihood function for habitat association parameter, i31.26
conceptual, and technical problems in the diversity literature and suggested that
ecologist take more direct approaches to the study of species number relations.
Species diversity is a function of the number of species present (species richness or
species abundance) and the evenness with which the individuals are distributed
among these species (species evenness or species equitability) (Margalef, 1958;
Lloyd and Ghelardi, 1964; Pielou, 1966). Some workers appear to equate species
richness with species diversity; others consider species richness to be one of several
possible measures of species diversity. Hurlbert (1971) proposed the parameter for
calculating diversity
E[S,J=
i .1
N2)
1 n)
(Nn
(3.4.1)
= the expected number of species in a sample of n individuals
selected at random (without replacements) from a
collection containing N individuals and S species.
N is the number of individuals of species i in the population.
In habitat association study, the diversity may affect or influence the habitat
association parameters. To be able to see its effect on, using the species richness
estimator proposed by Hurlbert above (equation (3.4.1)), we generated a habitat
configuration and then estimate the parameters.
Diversity may not be the only factor that influences or affects the habitat
association parameter. The other factor that is suspected to have influence on the
parameter is Average Habitat Quality (AHQ) which can be measured by this
equation
AHQtxi Q(xi)
i=i
(3.4.2)27
where xi represents the habitat characteristic and Q(xi) is the proportion of the
habitat characteristic xi.
In this study, we use two different kinds of modelsthe Logistic Regression
Model and the Multinomial Modelin order to determine the effect of Diversity
and AHQ on the habitat association parameter estimate. There are five categories
of habitat characteristics: x1=-2 (bad habitat), x2=-1 (poor habitat), x3=0 (fair
habitat), x4=1 (good habitat) and x5=2 (excellent habitat). The levels of Diversity
used are 3.0, 3.5, 4.0 and 4.5. There are 6 levels of AHQ used in this study: -1.5,
-1.0, -0.5, 0.0, 0.5 and 1.0. Negative AHQ indicates that there is more bad habitat
than good habitat in the study area, while positive AHQ indicates that there is
more good habitat than bad habitat in the study area. Totally there are 24 cases
with different Diversity and different AHQ. The configuration of habitat
characteristics for each case is shown in Table 3.3. The simulation, as described in
previous sections (section 3.2.3 and 3.3.3) in this chapter, is used to estimate the
habitat association parameter in each case. The results for both models will be
discussed below.
3.4.1. Under Logistic Regression Model
The percentage of 95% confidence interval which cover the true value of the
slope parameter, i3(1.495), is shown in Table 3.4. From this table we see that the
percentage of the intervals containing the true value becomes lower as the AHQ
increases for the fixed Diversity. The average of the MLE of 01 is shown in Table
3.5. The estimate becomes lower as the AHQ increases for the fixed Diversity. It is
also indicated by the negative value (-0.5048, se =0.0312) of the
coefficient of AHQ in the Multiple Linear Regression Model where the AHQ, the28
Diversity and the interaction between them are the explanatory variables, and the
estimate of the slope parameter, Q, as the response variable.
The Logistic Regression Model is not the best model for the radio telemetry
data, because the parameter estimates obtained using this modelare biased.
AHQ Diversityx, = -2 x2 = -1 x3 = 0 x, =1 x5 = 2
-1.5 3.0 0.7392 0.1408 0 0.1200 0
-1.5 3.5 0.7504 0.1184 0.0128 0.1184 0
-1.5 4.0 0.6208 0.3008 0.0480 0.02080.0096
-1.5 4.5 0.7664 0.0800 0.0576 0.08000.0160
-1.0 3.0 0.6608 0 0.1792 0 0.1600
-1.0 3.5 0.5008 0.2432 0.0128 0.2432 0
-1.0 4.0 0.5008 0.1696 0.1600 0.1696 0
-1.0 4.5 0.5904 0.1536 0.0128 0.15360.0896
-0.5 3.0 0.5008 0 0.2496 0 0.2496
-0.5 3.5 0.2512 0 0.2496 0 0.2496
-0.5 4.0 0.2512 0.2496 0.2496 0.2496 0
-0.5 4.5 0.3680 0.2495 0.0128 0.24960.1200
0 3.0 0 0.3344 0.3328 0.3328 0
0 3.5 0 0.6000 0.0928 0.01440.2928
0 4.0 0.3152 0.1856 0 0.18560.3136
0 4.5 0.2496 0.2432 0.0144 0.24320.2496
0.5 3.0 0.2494 0 0.2496 0 0.5008
0.5 3.5 0 0.3680 0.0128 0.36800.2512
0.5 4.0 0 0.2496 0.2496 0.24960.2512
0.5 4.5 0.1200 0.2496 0.0128 0.24960.3680
1.0 3.0 0.1600 0 0.1792 0 0.6608
1.0 3.5 0 0.2432 0.0128 0.14320.5008
1.0 4.0 0 0.1696 0.1600 0.16960.5008
1.0 4.5 0.0896 0.1536 0.0128 0.15360.5904
Table 3.3. The configuration of habitat characteristics in the studyarea.29
Diversity
Average Habitat Quality (AHQ)
-1.5 -1.0 -0.5 0.0 0.5 1.0
3 99% 66% 23% 91% 0% 0%
3.5 99% 95% 95% 49% 46% 24%
4 97% 97% 96% 61% 27% 21%
4.5 99% 80% 68% 45% 26% 37%
Table 3.4. The percentage of 95% confidence intervals which cover the true
value of the slope parameter, /31.
Diversity
Average Habitat Quality
-1.5 -1 -0.5 0 0.5 1
3 1.62851.21451.07521.35470.82750.6578
3.5 1.59211.45641.39531.18221.04690.9225
4 1.25161.51081.43281.13541.00720.9175
4.5 1.45341.34341.25161.11380.98251.2516
Table 3.5. The average of the MLE of slope parameter, Si.
Suppose n(xi) is the number of occupied units with habitat characteristic xi in the
sample; m(xi) is the number of non occupied units with habitat characteristic xi in
the sample; M(xi) is the number of units with habitat characteristic xi in the study
area; t(xi) is the number of times that a unit with habitat characteristic xi is
occupied; 4)(xi), as shown in equation (3.2.7), is the probability that a unit with
habitat xi is included in the sample of occupied units and 17(xi) is the probability30
that unit with habitat characteristic xi is occupied. Thus, t(xi)Binomial (T,
M (xi)(1)(x 0) where T is the total number of trials. Under this model the expected of
the log odds of the number of occupied and the number of non occupied units is
approximated by
E[n(;)]
loo11(xi) log log
E[m(xi)1 111(x1)
(1/1(xj))( E M(x0/7-(xi))T
/7(xi)(M(xi)//(xi) 17(xi))T
( +log E mxi) E M(xi)TI (;)
2
+log{11
E M(xi)/7 (xi)
17(xi)
logT
i
(3.4.3)
The derivation of this equation is shown in Appendix C.
From the equation 3.4.3 we can see that the approximation of the log odds for
the telemetry data is not the same as the logit(17(x0). There is an approximation of
the bias that depends on the habitat characteristics x2. The value of the
approximation of the bias for fixed Diversity, as shown in Figure 3.3, 3.4, 3.5 and
3.6, decreases as the AHQ increase for each xi.
For the non negative AHQ, the number of good habitat in the sample, which is
riot occupied become higher, since the number of good habitat in the study area
is much more than the bad habitat. When we take a random sample from the non
occupied unit we will have much more good habitat than bad habitat. This
condition also affects the estimate of the parameter.31
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3.4.2. Under Multinomial Model
This model is better suited to the radio telemetry data. From Table 3.6,we see
that for most of the cases, more than 90% of the 95% confidence interval for the
slope parameter covers the true value of #1= 1.495. The percentage for the cases
with Diversity = 4.0 AHQ = -1.5 and Diversity= 4.5 AHQ = -1.5 are very low
(38% and 76%). This might be because they are the extremecases (High Diversity
and Low AHQ). The asymptotic variance usually does not work very well in the
Diversity
Average Habitat Quality (AHQ)
-1.5 -1.0 -0.5 0.0 0.5 1.0
3 95% 97% 97% 95% 91% 100%
3.5 83% 96% 97% 89% 100% 99%
4 38% 96% 99% 100% 98% 97%
4.5 76% 92% 99% 100% 100% 100%
Table 3.6. The percentage of 95% confidence intervals which cover the true value
of the slope parameter, Si.
extreme case. This is shown in the Binomial case with the probability near to zero
or probability near to one.
Using the Multiple Linear Regression Analysis, it is shown that there are
relationships between the slope parameter estimates, Si, and Diversity, AHQ and
interaction between Diversity and AHQ. As AHQ increases, Si will increase
(coefficient = 1.0530, se =0.1782) and as Diversity increases, Si will decrease
(coefficient = -0.2282, se =0.0418).34
3.5. CONCLUSIONS
The Logistic Regression Model is not a good model for the telemetry data. It
might give a good estimate of the habitat association parameter if the study area
consists of much more bad habitat than good habitat (AHQ is not positive) such as
-1.5, -1.0 and -0.5 with Diversity = 3.0 or 3.5. The slope parameter estimates under
this model are influenced by the Diversity and AHQ of the study area. The slope
parameter estimate becomes lower and farther from the true value (/= 1.495) as
the AHQ increases, with Diversity is fixed. This model is not the true model for
the telemetry data since the approximation of the expected of the log odds from
the sample is not the same as the log odds of the models and also the assumptions
that should be made for this model do not agree with the way that the sample are
taken.
The multinomial model is better suited to telemetry data. Under this model the
slope parameter estimate is also influenced by the Diversity and AHQ. However,
the estimation procedure is more complicated than the logistic regression model
and right now there is no computer software available for estimating the
parameters using this model.35
4. THE USE OFLOGISTIC REGRESSIONWITH
ADAPTIVE CLUSTERSAMPLING
4.1. INTRODUCTION
Sampling consists ofselecting some part of thepopulation to observe in order to
estimate parametersdescribing the wholepopulation. The procedureby which a
sample of units is selectedfrom the population iscalled the samplingdesign. With
careful attention to thesampling design and using asuitable estimation method,
one canobtain estimates that areunbiased for populationcharacteristics of interest
(Thompson, 1992).
Surveys of rare, clusteredpopulations motivate a furtheradvance beyond the
basic view of a samplingdesign. An adaptivesampling design appears tobe
particularly effective forsampling this type ofpopulation. In this design,the
procedure for selecting sites orunits on which to makeobservations may depend on
values of the variableof interest observedduring the survey. For aconventional or
non-adaptive design, theprobability of selecting anyparticular sample, .s, isgiven
by P[s]. For an adaptivedesign, the probabilityof selecting a givensampling unit
is P[s I y]; that is, theprobability of selectingsample s is conditional onthe set y of
values of the variableof interest in the population(Thompson, 1992).
The primary purposeof adaptive samplingdesign, as stated by Thompson
(1992), "is to takeadvantage of populationcharacteristics to obtain moreprecise
estimates of populationabundance of density,for a given sample size orcost, than
is possible with aconventional design".36
Adaptive strategies inwhich the sample sizedepends on observedvalues in
neighboring primary units orstrata are presentedin Thompson andRamsey (1983),
Thompson (1988),Thompson, Ramsey andSeber (1992). AdaptiveCluster
Sampling which isdescribed by Thompsonin a series of his papers(1983, 1988,
1990, 1991a, 1991b)and in his textbook(1992) motivates this paper.The objective
of this study is toillustrate how a habitatassociation study can beconducted in
conjunction with anadaptive clustersampling.
4.2. THE STRUCTUREOF STUDY AREA
It is assumed thatthe study area for aspecific animal consistsof N sampling
units with equal area.Habitat characteristicsmeasured at the ithsampling unit
appear in amultivariate vector, xi.{1, xii, ...,xik}. Thesehabitat characteristics
determine the probability11 (xi) that theith sampling unit is occupiedat the time
of the survey. Forstudying the relationshipbetween the occupancyand habitat
characteristics, severalassumptions need to bespecified:
[1] habitat variables arefixed
[2] conditional on thehabitat variableconfiguration, occupanciesin different plots
are independentBernoulli outcomes
[3] occupancies are notinfluenced by the surveyprocedure
[4] the probabilitiesof plot occupancyfollow the logistic model
logit [11(xi)] , log
17 (xi)
117 (xi)iP
This logistic modelprovides a naturallink between a binary occupancyvariable
and the explanatoryhabitat characteristicsvariables. With thatmodel, the37
objective of the habitat association studies is to estimate the regression coefficient
that represents the relationship between occupancy and habitat characteristics.
4.3. ADAPTIVE CLUSTER SAMPLING WITH SIMPLE RANDOM SAMPLE AS
PRIMARY UNITS
According to Thompson (1992) "Adaptive Cluster Sampling refers to a design in
which an initial set of units is selected by some probability sampling procedure,
and, whenever the variable of interest of a selected unit satisfies a given criterion,
additional units in the neighborhood of that unit are added to the sample". The
initial set of units may be selected by Simple Random Sampling with or without
replacement, Systematic and Strip Random Sampling, Stratified Random Sampling
or a mixture of those, depending on how much is known in advance about the
habitat and/or occupancy pattern.
The condition for additional selection of neighboring units is given by an
interval or set C in the range of the variable of interest (Thompson, 1992). It is
determined whether or not each unit in the initial set of units satisfies the
condition, i. e., whether it is in the interval or set C. The condition may be the
number of animals which occupy the unit or a criteria of the habitat characteristics
of the unit. For example, a unit satisfies the condition if it is occupied by at least k
animals (k is specified).
When a selected unit satisfies the condition, all units within its neighborhoods
are added to the sample and examined. If any of those additional units satisfy the
condition, the units in their neighborhood are also included in the sample and so
on.38
A collection that appears in thesample and consists of the union ofseveral
neighborhoods will be termed a cluster.Within a cluster there is a subcollection of
units, termed a network, withthe property that selection of anyunit within the
network would lead to inclusion inthe sample of every other unit in thenetwork.
Therefore, whenever a unit, ui,satisfying the condition is in theneighborhood of
unit ui, also satisfying thecondition, then units ui and ui, belong tothe same
network. An edge unit is any unit notsatisfying the condition but in the
neighborhood of one that does. Togetherwith the network, they form acluster
(Thompson, 1992).
The adaptive cluster samplecontains a random number, n, ofunits. For the
purpose of estimatingpopulation size, it is important toconsider the adaptive
cluster sample as a sample ofnetworks. We shall show that thehabitat association
study can consider the adaptivecluster sample as a sample of individualunits.
4.3.1. The Likelihood Functionfor The Habitat AssociationParameters
Let X = ...,IN} represent the habitat characteristicvalues for all units in
the study area. Let zi = 1 if theith unit is occupied and zi = 0 otherwise.Let
z = {z1,z,} consist of the occupancy patternof units that are included in the
sample. s sN} is a set or sequence of labelsidentifying the unit included
in the sample. Let s, = 1 ifthe ith unit is included in the sampleand si = 0
otherwise. Let x = x,.,} consist of the habitatcharacteristics of the unit in
the sample. The relevant datafrom an adaptive cluster samplewill be D = {n; s, z,
x} where n represent the numberof units in the sample. Thelikelihood function,
which is simply the probabilityof obtaining the data set, is
L =P [n, s, z, x X] = P[n, sj z, x, X} P [z, xf X] (4.3.1)39
Given the habitat and occupancypattern of the sample units,the first
expression, P[n, s I z, x, X], representsthe chance that the units are includedin
the sample. Under thissampling design, this probabilitydepends only on the
occupancy pattern, z,and it can be found by a combinatoricargument based on
the method of selecting theprimary sample.
The second expression, P[z, x IX], indicates the probability of gettingthe
occupancy pattern,given the habitat characteristics ofthe units in the population,
X. Conditional on X, (1) thehabitat configurations of the sampledunits are
completely specified, and (2)occupancies of the sampled unitsdepend only on the
habitat configuration of thoseunits. Based on these conditions,P [z, xl X] =
P [z I x].
Under the assumption [1]through [4],
P[z x] 11(xoz (1 (xj))1zi (4.3.2)
e'xi
where //(x,), based on theassumption [4], is equal to1 +
(pfi(fl')
xi)
Since P [n, sI z, x, X] = P [n,sl z] does not involve the unknownparameters, the
second expression, P[z x], maybe considered as the full likelihoodfunction. This is
the important point from thissampling design is the following :
For the purpose of estimatingthe logistic regression parameters,the units selected
by the adaptive cluster sample maybe viewed as being a simplerandom sample of
units from the N units in thestudy area.
This result may seem surprising,but it is similar to Basu's(1969) finding that a
likelihood may not depend on howthe sample was selected.4.3.2. Example
This section describes a hypothetical example in which simulatedresults
illustrate the increased precision expected from adaptive cluster sampling.
4.3.2.1. The Model and Occupancy Pattern
The study area is a square with 25 by 25 grid of sampling units.A single
habitat variable is assumed to only have five categories -2(bad), -1(poor),0(fair),
1(good) and 2(excellent). Figure 4.1 shows the habitat configurationwhich is
specified. There are two regions of excellent habitat, suroundedby less suitable
habitat. This configuration is fixed throughout the example.
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Figure 4.1. The habitatconfiguration in the study area
sampling units
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+2 excellent
+1 good
0 fair
-1 poor
-2 bad
which consists of 62541
The logistic model used is
logit(11(x0)= -1.604 + 1.495x;
The coefficients of the modelwere selected so that the probability ofoccupancy is
0.80 in excellent habitat and 0.01 in bad habitat. Theprobability of occupancy for
the other three categories of habitatare linear in the logit scale, such that the
probability of occupancy is 0.4728 in good habitat,0.1674 in fair habitat and 0.0431
in poor habitat. Figure 4.2 showsan occupancy pattern from simulated
independent Bernoulli trials basedon these logistic probabilities. As expected, the
animals occupy units around high quality habitat.The results of this simulation
were: 18 of the 22 units (81.8%) in excellent habitatwere occupied; 22 of the 54
units (40.7%) in good habitatwere occupied; 10 of the 70 (14.3%) in fair habitat
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Figure 4.2. A simulatedoccupancy pattern
U Occupied
riVacant42
were occupied; 13 of the 232 (5.6%) in poor habitat were occupied and; 2 of 247
(0.8%) in bad habitat were occupied.
The objective of this exercise is to estimate the slope parameter, )31= 1.495.
4.3.2.2. An Adaptive Cluster Sample
In this example, simple random sample of 25 units are taken as the primary
sample. Occupancy is the condition for additional selection of neighboring units.
The unit's neighborhoods are the four units directly to the north, south, east and
west (NSEW) of a given unit. The neighborhood of all occupied units in the
primary samples are also examined. The sample is expanded to include the NSEW
units adjacent to any of those that were occupied. The full sample consists of all
units selected in the primary sample plus all the occupied and not occupied units in
detected clusters.
Figure 4.2 shows 28 networks of occupied units. Two are large, multi-unit
networks; the remaining 22 are isolated singles. The primary sample, as shown in
Figure 4.3, contains 23 not occupied units and 2 occupied units. Those two
occupied units are in the same large network in rows 14-18 and columns 17-23.
Based on this primary sample, the additional units are taken. The resulting
adaptive cluster sample is shown in Figure 4.4. The adaptive cluster sample
contains four different sorts of sampled units:
(1) units selected in the primary sample and found to be not occupied
(2) units selected in the primary sample and found to be occupied
(3) occupied units in the same network as those found in the primary sample
(4) not occupied units on the edges of the network which are included in the
sample in very different ways. However, for purposes of studying the habitat43
association model, they are all includedas though they have come from a
single, simple random sample.
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(rt = 25)
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Figure 4.3. Primary sample: a simple random sample of 25 units fromthe study
area
4.3.2.3. Comparison with a Simple Random Sample
The adaptive cluster sample has better representation fromunits with good
habitat. To illustrate this comparison, thesame number of units (56) as the
adaptive cluster sample are selected bya Simple Random Sampling procedure.
Those units selected are shown in Figure 4.5. Table 4.1presents the configurationof habitat characteristics in the adaptive cluster sample relativeto those in the
simple random sample. This distribution of units by habitat type in thesimple
random
sample follows the overall distribution in the studyarea (as expected). The
distribution of units in the adaptive cluster sample ismore uniform over all
habitats.
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Primary Sample
(n=25)
IN Vacant(n=23)*
Occupied (n=2)
Adaptive Extension
(n=35)
Edge (n=18) * rm
II Occupied (n=14)
*One unit in primary sample
was also in the network edge.
Figure 4.4. The adaptive cluster sample, basedon the primary sample in
Figure 4.3
Figure 4.6 shows the profile likelihood function of the slopeparameter from
both sampling design. The 95% confidence interval from the adaptivecluster
sample is centered closer to the parameter value and is 20%narrower than the
interval from the simple random sample.1
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Simple Random Sample
(n = 56)
Occupied (8)
Empty (48)
Figure 4.5. Simple random sample of n= 56 units
Habitat
(HAB)
Simple Ramdom Sample
Sampled Occupied
Adaptive Cluster Sample
Sampled Occupied
Expected number
Sampled in SRS
-2 21 0 10 0 22.1
-1 18 1 10 1 20.8
0 9 2 10 1 6.3
1 4 1 13 4 4.8
2 4 4 13 10 2.0
56 8 56 16
Table 4.1. Representation of different habitat types intwo sampling schemes
resulting in 56 units46
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n = 56
Estimate = 1.676
Standard Error = 0.502
Adaptive Sample
n =56
Estimate = 1.405
Standard Error = 0.411
Parameter Value = 1.495
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Logistic Regression Slope Parameter((31)
Figure 4.6. Profile likelihood function for the logistic regression slope parameter
4.3.2.4. Likelihood Analysis
The term P [n, si 2] in the likelihood function (4.3.1)can be determined by
examining the way that the units are selected. Given theoccupancy pattern in the
sample, those units will be included in the adaptive cluster sample (Figure 4.4) if
arid only if (i) all 22 not occupied units in the primary sample thatare not on the47
cluster edge are selectedthere is only one way to do this; and (ii) the three
remaining units from the primary sample are selected from any of the 34 units in
the cluster, provided that at least one of them is in the network of 16 units. The
number of ways that this primary sample occurs is
(7)03)(126)(7)
+
C36)(108).5168
The P [n, s I z] is the ratio of 5168 to the number of ways to choose 25 units from
625 (the total units in the study area). This term is not included in thehabitat
association study, since this term does not contain the unknown parameters of
interest.
The likelih000d function (equation 4.3.1), gives the information matrix
expressible as
[ /(00,0i) E [nx] 11(x) (111(x))1 ,-_
x
2
where nx is the number of sampled units from habitat type x. Inversion gives the
asymptotic variance of the ML estimate of the slope parameter /01.
where
Var P
1 i] =[n] EA{(x_px)2 11(x) (111(x))}
EA {x 17(x) (117 (x))1
II'E All 1(x) (111 (x))}
and where A is a discrete measure on the range of x with A(x)=E
[nx]
E [n]48
The derivation of these equations is shown in Appendix D.
Those expressions apply to any sampling scheme. For simple random sampling,
A(x) is the proportion of units with habitat x in the study area. It is more difficult
to obtain A(x) for adaptive sampling. For this exercise we have decided to estimate
it through simulation.
In ordinary regression, parameter estimates have smaller variability when
sampled units are divided between the extremes of the explanatory variable than
when they are grouped together in small ranges. The same logic is also shown here.
For a given average sample size, the variance of the slope parameter is smallest
when all sample units come from units where the quantity {x 17(x) (1/7(x))}
attains its upper and lower extremes, and where the number of units at the
extremes are proportional to
1
V//(x)(1 11(x))
When good habitat is rare, adaptive cluster sampling and random sampling will
both include an abundance of poor habitat units. However, the additional units in
adaptive cluster sample will consist of more good habitat units. Therefore, with
adaptive cluster sampling one can expect a sample that gives better estimates of
the regression parameter.
Table 4.2 shows sampling allocations for three sampling schemes and the
resulting asymptotic variances of the slope parameter estimates. Figure 4.7 shows a
histogram of the variance estimates obtained from the simulated trials of the
adaptive sampling plan, locating the asymptotic variances from a simple random
sample of the same expected sample size and from adaptive sampling. It is shown
that the asymptotic variances of the slope parameter estimates from the adaptive
cluster sample is less than that from simple random sample.49
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Variance of Slope Parameter Estimate
1.0
Simple Random Sampling: Variance= 0.177
Average for Adaptive Cluster Samples:Variance = 0.136
Figure 4.7. Estimates of the variances of the slope parameter
estimate based on 1000 simulations
Expected Numbers of Units
Habitat
(X)
Xn(X)(1-a(X))"Optimum"
Allocation
Adaptive cluster
sampling (Estimated)
Simple Random
sampling
-2 -0.0198 0.0 10.4 30.3
-1 -0.0413 50.9 15.3 28.5
0 0.0000 0.0 16.3 8.6
1 0.2493 0.0 22,4 6.6
2 0.3200 25.8 12.4 2.7
Var 0i): 0.080 0.136 0.177
Table 4.2. Variances of slope parameter estimates from different samplesof
expected size = 76.2 units50
4.4. DETECTABILITY
Detectability is a common problem inmany surveys of natural and human
population. Even a unit is included in the sample, not all individualsin the selected
unit may be detected by the observer. To estimate the populationtotal in a survey
with imperfect detectability, both the sampling design andthe detection
probabilities must be taken into account, otherwise imperfectdetectability may
cause under-estimates of the population total (Thompson and Seber, 1994).
Imperfect detectabitility, if not taken into account,may affect the estimate of
parameter of interest. In this exercise it changes the form of the likelihood forthe
regression parameter but does not negate the utility of adaptive samplingplans for
habitat association studies. Thompson and Seber (1994) consideradaptive sampling
when detectability is imperfect, including the adaptive clustersampling. All units
within the neighborhood of a unitare added to the sample when a selected unit is
occupied and its occupancy is detected byan observer. Let vi be the indicator of
the detectability of occupancy, such thatvi = 1 if occupancy is detected on the iLh
unit, while v, = 0 otherwise. The detection probability is Oi= P [v1,-11 zi = 1, xi],
where z, = 1 indicates that the ith unit is occupied. Thereare two additional
assumptions concerning 0. First,
[1] The chances of detectionare known
Ramsey et al (1987) have shown that the relationship between detectabilityand
such factors can be estimated independently of the estimates of abundance.
Based on this, it may be assumed that the chances of detectionare known. The
chances may depend on several factors, including the habitatstructure, the
observer, and the number of animals occupying the unit (Scott, et al., 1986).51
Second,
[2] The chances of detection do notdepend on the relationship between occupancy
and the habitat type.
The data from an adaptivecluster sample are D = {n, s, v,x}, where
v = {v1, v2, ...,v} contains detection information onthe units selected for the
sample. The likelihood factors are
L.P[DIX]=P[n, sly, x, X] P [v,x1X]=P[n, siv]P [viz]
where the first term of the lastexpression consists of a combinationnumber and
does not include of the unknownparameter of interest. The secondterm has
different form,
P[vi = 1 1 xi] = P[vi = 1 1 zi = 1,xi] P[zi = 1 1 xi] + P[v; =1 j zi =0,xi] P[zi = 0 xi]
0iI1(x1) + 0
0i11(xi)
Therefore, P [vi = 0 I xi] = 1P [vi =11xi]:---1-0117(x1).
The second part of the likelihoodis
P[v I= JJ(oill(xi)) vi [1 vi (4.4.1)
i =152
4.4.1. Constant Detectability
In this section, the probability of detection, 0, is assumed to be known and the
same for each object in the study area. Detections of different objects in any
sample of units are assumed to be independent.
4.4.1.1. The Likelihood Function for The Habitat Association Parameter
The likelihood function for this case is the same as the likelihood function
stated in equation (4.4.1) except 0, is constant for each object in the study area.
This likelihood function is
L =P [DI= P [n, sI y] P [v I xi
=C7,111 [011(xi)] vi [1-017(x,)]1-vi
= 1
where C consists of combination numbers.
4.4.1.2. Example
This section describes a simulated hypothetical example.
4.4.1.2.a. The Model and Occupancy Pattern
The study area is a square with a 25-by 25 grid of sampling unit. A single
habitat variables is assumed to only have five categories -2 (bad), -1 (poor), 0
(fair), 1 (good) and 2 (excellent). For this exercise, we still use the habitat53
configuration shown in Figure 4.1. This configuration is fixed throughout the
exercise.
The logistic model used is also
logit (11(xi))-1.604 +1.495;
The occupancy pattern is shown in Figure 4.2.
4.4.1.2.b. An Adaptive Cluster Sample with Constant Detectability
To initiate an adaptive sampling procedure we use the same primary units as in
Figure 4.3. Suppose that the probability of detecting the occupancy of the unit, 0,
given that it is a unit in the primary sample, is less than one. For this exercise we
use 0 = 0.8. Then this imperfect detectability may cause the occupancy of the unit
in the row 18 and column 19 of Figure 4.3 to go undetected by the observer. Thus,
no units neghboring that unit are added to the sample. However, the occupancy of
the second occupied unit is detected. Then, its adjacent units are added to the
sample, and when occupancy is detected in some of those units, more units are still
added. The resulting adaptive cluster sample with constant detectability is shown
in Figure 4.8.
4.4.1.2.c. Likelihood Analysis
As it is shown in equation 4.4.1, the probability of detecting the occupancy, 0,
is contained in the likelihood function. The slope parameter, /31, is estimated based
on this likelihood. If the imperfect detectability is not taken into account, then it
would lead to under-estimation of the slope parameter. Figure 4.9 shows the
distribution of the slope parameter when imperfect detectabiltiy is not taken into54
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Figure 4.8. The adaptive cluster sample with constant detectability
account compared to the distribution of the slope parameter when 0= 1. When
0 < 1 and detectability is not taken into account, the distributionis shifted to the
left. However, if the imperfect detectability is taken intoaccount, and we use the
likelihood function shown in equation 4.4.1,
the distribution of the slope parameter estimates for thecase with imperfect
detectability (0 < 1) is not shifted much from that with 0= 1 (perfect
detectability), as shown in Figure 4.10.-4
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Figure 4.9. The distribution of the slope parameter for thecase with
imperfect detectability (0= 0.8) compared to that with perfect
detectability (0 , 1) when imperfect detectability isnot
taken into account
The likelihood function, as shown in equation 4.4.1 gives theinformation
matrix expressible as
I(00, 01)= (1 grnx] exP(00+ Oix)
1 + (1 ---0) exP(J30+ 01x)
+ E[nx] 11(x) (1-/1-(x))}
x .= -2
1
XX2
(4.4.2)
55
where mx is the number of non-occupied units with habitatcharacteristics x in the
sample and nx is the number of units with habitat characteristicsx in the sample.0.1
e. 86
0.82
U'
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11111-11111111
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imperfect
I.
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11111111111111111111
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Figure 4.10. The distribution of the slope parameter for the case with
imperfect detectability (0=0.8) compared to that with perfect
detectability (0 = 1) when imperfect detectability is taken
into account.
The inverse of the matrix (equation 4.4.2) gives the asymptotic variance of the ML
estimates of the slope parameter, 131.
4.4.2. Detection Probability Depending on Habitat Characteristics
In this section, the probability of detection, 0(xi), is assumed to be known and
depend on habitat characteristics of the ith unit, xi, in the study area. The
detections of different objects in any sample of units are assumed to be
independent.57
4.4.2.1. The LikelihoodFunction for The HabitatAssociation Parameter
The likelihood functionfor this case is
L =P[D X] =P [n,s Ivj P [v1 x]
=Cfl(19(xi) 11(xi))vi (119(xi)11(xi))1vi (4.4.3)
where 61(xi) is thedetection probabilitythat depends on xiandconsists of a
combination number.
4.4.2.2. Example
This section describes asimulated hypotheticalexample.
4.4.2.2.a. The Modeland Occupancy Pattern
For this exercise westill use the samehabitat configuration asshown in Figure
4.1. We also use
logit (II(xi))-1.604 + 1.495;
as thelogistic model fordetermining the occupancypattern.
The objective of thisexcerise is also to estimatethe slope parameter,/31 = 1.495.
4.4.2.2.b. An AdaptiveCluster Sample withDetection ProbabilityDepend on ;
For this exercise wealso use the adapativecluster sampling designfor taking58
logit (0(x,)), 0.89590.6507x1. The coefficients of this model are selected so that
we can expect that the detection probability of the occupancy, 9(x1), is much
smaller in the good habitat than in the bad habitat. The additional units in the
neighborhood of a unit are added to the sample if and only if theoccupancy of the
unit is detected.
4.4.2.2.c. The Likelihood Analysis
Figure 4.11 shows the distribution of the slope parameter when the imperfect
detectabiltiy is not taken into account compared to that when 0(x1) =1 (perfect
detectability). When 0(;) < 1 and the imperfect detectability is not taken into
account, the distribution is shifted to the left. However, if the imperfect
detectability is taken into account, and we use the likelihood function shown in
equation 4.11 for estimating the slope parameter, then the distribution of the slope
parameter for the case with imperfect detectability is not shifted much from that
with perfect detectability (Figure 4.12).
The likelihood function, as shown in equation 4.4.3 gives the information
matrix expressible as
I(00,01) ={--
x =
(1-0s) E[ms] exP(Oo+ 131x)
1+ (1Os) exP(00+ Oix)
E[71x.} il(X) (1H(X))}
x = -2
(4.4.4)
where 777.x is the number of nonoccupied unit with habitat characteristicx in the
sample and nx is the number of units with habitat x in the sample. The inverse of59
the matrix (equation 4.4.4) gives the asymptotic variance of the MLestimate of
the slope parameter, 131.
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Figure 4.11. The distribution of the slope parameter for thecase with
imperfect detectability (0(xi) < 1) compared to that with
perfect detectability (0(;), 1) when imperfect detectability
is not taken into account60
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Figure 4.12. The distribution of the slope parameter for thecase with
imperfect detectability (0(xo < 1) compared to that with
perfect detectability (0(;),-- 1) when imperfect detectability
is taken into account
4.5. CONCLUSIONS
Using the logistic regression model, a habitat association studycan be
conducted in conjunction with an adaptive cluster sampling. Thispaper only
focused on an adaptive cluster sampling with a simple random sampleas a primary
sample. Other adaptive plans such as systematic random and stratified random,61
devised by Thompson (1992) and the adaptive latin Square +1 design of
Munholland and Borkowski (1993) also qualify.
In terms of the variance of the regression parameter estimate, adaptive cluster
sample is better than the simple random sample. However, if the habitat
configuration in a study area is known prior to sampling, then stratified sampling
may be superior. The optimal allocation ofsampling units, as we have shown in the
example above yields a substantially smaller asymptotic variance for the regression
parameter estimate than does adaptive cluster sampling. A likely situation is onein
which some, but not all, components of the habitat are known in advance. Here it
would be valuable to stratify according to the known component and to adaptively
sample on those components discovered in the study area.
Imperfect detectability is the common problem in many surveys of natural and
human population. In habitat association studies imperfect detectability changes
the form of likelihood function for the slope parameter. However, the adaptive
sampling plans still can be used for habitat association analysis.62
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APPENDICESAppendix A
L = P [t, mIX]=A(111-(x))-(s) 17(x)t(x)
logL =
x = -2
x = -2
m(x)log (111(x)) +t(x) log(11(x))
Letn(x) = m(x) + t(x)
alogL 2Et(x) n(x) 11(x)
a/30x . -2 x = -2
alogL
xt(x)
001 x-2 x = -2
xn(x)1(x)
02logL n(x) 11(x) (1 11(x))
aflogo x = -2
ai3
xn(x) 11(x) (1 11(x))
0/01
02logL
"101
x = -2
x2n(x) 11(x)(1 11(x))
Information matrix, /(00, f31),
/31) = E[n(x)] 11(x) (111(x))
x = -2
6566
Appendix B
Profile Likelihood (L)= P[t(-2),..., t(2)I X, T, N, Q( -2), ...Q(2)]
T! rI(NCAx)cx))t(s)
x =-- -2
ftt(x)i.
-2
logL = t(x) logNQ(x) t(x) log((x))logT! log(t(x)!)
.=-2 x = -2 x = -2
alogL
000 x= -2 x= -2
ad
=
1 x =-2Xt(X)/1(X)
+ Xt(X)TN{ XC2(X)CX)(1.11(X))}
x = -2 x = -2
2 alogL
t(x)17(x)TIt N-0(x)(x)11(x)}
2
a(x)11(x) 2'$(X)(H(X))2CX)11(X)4$(X)17(X){ > NC2(X)CX)17(X)}
x = -2 .900
2 a4(x)17(x) A = > NQ(x) aQ r = -2
alogL
2-Et(x )ff(x.)(i+H(x0) +TA
000.900 r= -2
a(x)17(x)2A)(x)17(x)-2A(x)(11(x))2N H(x)(x){t x6,(x)01;(x)(1 ii(x))1
.901 =-2
= Bx
B =xt2NC2(x)a(kxo)01-1(x)alogL
500301
xt(x)ff (x)(111(x)) +T B
x-2
ax(x)(1II(x))
-x{xit(x)(1II (x))N45(x)xe)(x)(x)(1II (x))1xB
301 x = -2
C =t NQ(x)aXi)(X)(1
ff(x))
x 2 /31
a2iogL
301301 x = -2
2t(x)11 (x)(1II (x))TC
Information matrix, /(1 o, #1),
i(ao, ,31) =tE [1(x)] II (x) (1-11(x))
x = -2
+ TA B
B C
67Appendix C
Let
n(xi) be thenumber of occupied unitwith habitat xi in the sample
m(xi) be thenumber of non occupiedunit with habitat xi in thesample
M(xi) be the numberof unit with habitat xiin population or study area
17(xi) be the probabilitythat a unit with habitat xiwill be occupied
p(x,) be theprobability that a unit withhabitat xi will be includedin the
sample of the occupiedunits such that
P(xi) =E M(;)//(xi)
t(xi) be the number oftimes that the units withhabitat xi is included inthe
sample of the occupiedunits such that t(xi)Binomial (T,M(xi)p(xi))
T = E t(xi)
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(1)
be the indicator variablethat 1 if thejth unit is occupied and 0 if not suchthat
111(x i)
n(xi) =Zj
=1
Then
E [n(xi)] = E [E[n(xolt(xi)]]
M(xi)
E [n(xi) I t(;)]E E [Z; I t(xi)]
j = 1
M(xi) M(xi)
=E P [Z =11t(xi)) =E { 1- P [Z = 0 I t(xi)]
---- 1 3 =1
(M(Xi)-1)t(xi)}
M(xi)
(using the occupancyproblem)
f(xi)1(M(xi)1)t(xi)}
{
111(xi)E [n(x,)] = M(xi)
As we know t(xi)
1E(A1(xi)-1)t(xi)
M(xi)
Binoml (T, M(xop(xi);
}
E [mxi)]= M(xi)(xi){1
M(xi)
iT
(M(xi)1)M(xi) p(xi)± (1 M(xi) P(xi))
1)1T = M(xi){1[1M(xi) p(xi)
M(xi)
= M(xi){1 P(xi)1T
.111(xj) E [n(xi) ]x T E[m(xi)1=N E [n(xi)
M(xi) E [n(xi)] = 111(;)[1 p(xd]T
N E E [mxi)] =
Therefore,
M(xi) p(xo]T
M(xj)[1p(x,)1T
E[77-1(X0]= x T
M(x2) p(x2)] T
E[n(x,)]
og E[m(xj)]
111(;) {1 [1 p(xo]l
_log
= log
M(xi) [1 p(xi)]T
XT
M(x,) [1p(x2)] T
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It I (x2)[1 p(xo]Tlog[1p(x2)] T +log {1 [1p(x2)] T log T
= log p(xi) log {p(x0[1p(x2)] T+log {1 [1p(xi)]T
+ logM(xo[1p(xo] Tlog T70
Substitute (1) to the equation, obtaining
11(x1)
-log111(;) +log
, 11(x,)
g 117(x ;)
111(x1)
M(xj)11(xi)
11(;) log{1[1E Mx/7x
log 11(;)
11(x1)
E M(x1)11(x1)[1E M(x1)11(x1)
11(xi)
xi) + log E M(x1) log T E *xi) il(
log
11(x2))[EM(x,)11(;)]T
log T
11 (x
L
rEM(x0H(;)11(x1)]T
+ log{1 + log E M(xi)
11(;)
E M(x1)11(x1)
11-(;)
}71
Appendix D
roo,p1), E[nr] 17(x) (I/7(x))
x = -2
= EH A(X) H(X) (1 - H(X))
= -2
1
x
x
X2
1
x
x
X2
where A(x) =E[n
E[n]
If we treat A(x) as a pdf, then we have
I
E[n],
EA{ff(X)(1H(X))
1x
xx2
The determinant of the matrix,Det, is
Det = E A[11 (x)(1 (x))] E A[x217 (x)(1(x))] { EA[x11(x)(1II(x))] }2
1E [11 (x)(1 (x))]
Var [01] Det
EE[ x.II(x)(1 (x))]
1=E[ni[EA[x2 H (x)(111 (x))1 V art1] [H(x)(1-17(x))]
EA[x17(x)(1H(x))1 Let pi.=EA[H(x)(1-11(x))]
Then,
EA{ ( xpx)211(x)(111(x))] = EA[x211(x)(1-(x))] EA[x11(x)(1-11(x))] }2
E(x)(11 (x))]72
1 = Var[ /31]E[71] { EAR /-tx .)2 17(x) x) (117(x))] }
Var P 1
E[n] { EA[(x[IX 11(x) (1H(x))] }